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Subject of the Grievance
This grievance concerns work jurisdiction, specifically that two Electrical Machinists were
assigned work Union believes to be work of the Electrician classification. Both
classifications are covered by the Physical Agreement.

Facts of the Case
On Friday, May 1, 1998 an Electrician was called out on emergency overtime to repair a
radial gate damaged in rock slide in late April. This same Electrician had been scheduled
earlier in the week for a priority assignment at San Joaquin 2&3, it is assumed for the
following week, but the Joint Statement of Facts is not clear.

On Sunday, May 3 the supervisor received a call that the gate was still not operating. He
called two Electrical Machinists at home to assign them to work at Kern Powerhouse that
coming week to repair the gate. They made a general assessment of the damage from
the rock slide which required taking measurements; pulled out and replaced burned wires;
ran a temporary circuit to the trash conveyer belt to make it operable; examined the
valves at the powerhouse and took measurements; pulled out the river pump. There was
no overtime worked.

The Joint Statement of Facts does not indicate how long the Electrician worked on the
gate or whether he left it in working condition. The report also does not indicate whether
these work locations are normal service points for the involved employees.



This case was held for about a year at the L1Cpending discussion at a subcommittee of
the Hydro 94-53 committee established to make a recommendation on appropriate duties
for Electrical Machinists. The subcommittee was unable to reach a mutually acceptable
recommendation. In June 1999 the case was referred to Fact Finding where it was held
for another 11 months. It has been on the PRCagenda for four months.

Discussion
At Fact Finding Union argued that all of the above work is inappropriate for the Electrical
Machinists because their job definition states: "Performs duties of an Electrician with
moderate skill", and that the work entailed more than "moderate skill".

Company noted that the definition goes on to state: "Is engaged in repairing, installing
and maintaining all types of mechanical and electrical equipment in hydroelectric plants,
dams and related facilities." At least to Company's PRC member, repairing a gate
operated by electricity at a powerhouse certainly sounds like it falls within the definition
of an Electrical Machinist. Further~ it appears that two people were needed to do the
work properly. Because the L1Creport does not say, it is unclear whether the supervisor
had the option of using another Electrician or if the one who did the work on Friday really
didn't want the Assignment at San Joaquin.

Due to the age of this grievance and the parties inability to agree through a joint
committee, it appears that the remaining issue for the PRC to determine is to resolve the
grievance as filed.

Decision
The PRC believes that based on the facts presented of this case, the repair of the gate
was a shared duty, that may be performed by Electricians and Electrical Machinists. The
PRC notes the correction asked for is to make the grievant whole for any lost wages or
benefits. There was no such harm in this case. This case is closed without adjustment
and without prejudice to the position of either party.
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